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with non-ideal vibration source
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ABSTRACT: An excitation force that is not influenced by the system’s states is said to be an ideal energy source. In real
situations, a direct and feedback coupling between the excitation source and the system must always exist. This manifestation of
the law of conversation of energy is known as Sommerfeld Effect. In the case of obtaining a mathematical model for such
system, additional equations are usually necessary to describe the vibration sources and their coupling with the mechanical
system. In this work, a cantilever beam and a non-ideal electric DC motor that is fixed to the beam free end is analyzed. The
motor has an unbalanced mass that provides excitation to the system proportional to the current applied to the motor. During the
motor's coast up operation, as the excitation frequency gets closer to the beam first natural frequency and if the drive power
increases further, the DC motor speed remains constant until it suddenly jumps to a much higher value (simultaneously the
vibration amplitude jumps to a much lower value) upon exceeding a critical input power. It was found that the Sommerfeld
effect depends on some system parameters and the motor operational procedures. These parameters are explored to avoid the
resonance capture in Sommerfeld effect. Numerical simulations and experimental tests are used to help insight this dynamic
behavior.
KEY WORDS: Sommerfeld Effect, Non-Ideal Energy Source
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INTRODUCTION

Rotating machines suffer from unbalance and alignment
problems that can lead to excessive levels of vibration,
causing various undesirable problems and failures. All
rotating machines are never perfectly balanced and therefore
critical speeds must always exist. In summary, critical speed
occurs when the shaft angular speed matches the shaft
bending natural frequency.
According to reference [1], Laval was the first to perform an
experiment with a steam turbine to observe that quick passage
though critical speed would reduce significantly the levels of
vibration when compared to steady state excitation.
This procedure would require a motor with enough power to
be accelerated quickly in the range of resonance frequency. In
some cases motors may have limited power to perform such
operation and the angular velocity increases slowly such that
the passage through resonance may be a problem.
Another class of problem related to unbalanced motors with
limited power was discussed by Arnold Sommerfeld in 1902
[2]. He proposed an experiment of a motor mounted on a
flexible wood table and observed that the power supplied to
the motor was wasted in the form of table vibration, instead of
been converted to angular velocity of the motor. This
observation was used to explain a class of motors called nonideal energy sources.
The interaction of non-ideal motors and flexible structures has
been studied by many authors. A review of non-ideal Energy
source is presented by references [1] and [3]. Eckert [4]
presents a brief review of the problem investigate by
Sommerfeld.

Ref [5] discusses the motion of an unbalanced rotor when
passing through a resonance zone solved by the iteration
method combined with the method of the direct separation of
motions.
Dimentberg [6] presents a method to avoid resonance
capture by switching on and off a mechanism to change the
stiffness of an engine mount.
In this work, a motor mounted on a cantilever beam is
studied. The system is modeled as motor mounted on a single
degree
of
freedom
spring-mass-damper
oscillator.
Experimental setup is used to validate the model. Results of
the experimental test show agreement with the results
obtained with numerical simulations.
2

SYSTEM MODELING

In the following sections, the equations of motion of an
electrical motor attached to a structure are developed based on
Hamilton's principle. The model is related to a physical
system presented in the experimental section described
hereafter.

2.1

Model Definition

Figure 1 shows the system considered in this work, which is a
cantilever beam and a concentrated mass positioned at its free
, the concentrated mass can take into
end. Represented by
account the mass of an electric motor, for instance. The motor
has moment of inertia and is considered to be unbalanced,
that rotates at a distance from the
with unbalanced mass
motor shaft center.
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Fiigure 1. Cantillever beam with a concentrrated mass andd an
unbalancedd DC motor.
The beam is made
T
m
of steel and
a its properrties are defineed by
the Young's moddulus , the mass
m density , the length , the
crosss section areaa and the seecond momentt of area . Foor low
ampplitudes of oscillation, acccording to reef. [7], and if
i the
highher order moodes are neglected, it is possible
p
to wrrite a
exppression for thee first bendingg natural frequuency
as
3

(1)

0.23

is the mass of the beam.
Whhere
Thee term
3 / is the beam
b
bendingg stiffness andd can
be used
u
to define a simplifiedd spring-masss-damper osciillator
moddel shown in figure
f
2.

If th
he gravity poteential energy is neglected, then the systtem's
poten
ntial energy iss simply
1
(4)
2

2.3

Equations of Motion

The system equattions of motioon are obtained by writingg the
first-order stattionary condittions
Lagrrangian,
, and fi
in th
he form of Ham
milton's equattion
(5)
Wheere
are thhe non-conserrvative forcess, which are the
visco
ous damping force
f
applieed to
and the torrque
the motor.
m
App
plying equatioons 2.3 and 2.4 into 2.5, it is possiblle to
obtaiin the cart equuation of motiion
cos

sin

The motion of thee motor shaft iis given by
sin

(6)

(7)

d
a limiteed power mottor, two param
meters are useed to
To define
repreesent the torquue as a functioon of the angu
ular velocity

Fiigure 2. Repreesentation of the
t system witth a spring-maassdaamper oscillatoor and a coupled DC motorr with unbalannced
m
mass.
T viscous damping
The
d
coeffficient is used to represennt the
energy loss in thhe system. Thhe mass of thiis system cann take
intoo account the concentrated mass and the beam mass shhown
in figure 1, such
s
that
0.2
23
. The cart
d
by annd the motor angular positiion is
dispplacement is define
reprresented by .

2.22

1

Ω

(8)

annd Ω are connstant parameeters of the motor
m
The terms
mited source oof power as the angular veloocity
whicch define a lim
increeases. This exxpression defiines the charaacteristic curvve of
the motor
m
shownn in figure 3,, where for angular
a
veloccities
greatter than
the torque reeduces to zerro and whenn the
angu
ular velocity iss zero, the torqque is maximu
um.

Energy Eqquations

To apply Hamiltoon's principle, expressions for the kinetic and
poteential energy need to be written
w
in term
ms of the unknnown
deggrees of freedoom.
T kinetic eneergy is straighht-forward to write
The
w
1
2

1
2

1
2

(2)

deefines the motor shaft moment
m
of innertia,
cos and
sin defiine the positioon of
the motor unbalaanced mass
with beeen the distannce of
thiss mass to thee motor centeer of rotationn. Equation 2.2
2 is
rew
written as
1
1
(3)
2
2
sin

Figure 3.
3 Motor torquue characterisstic curve.

Thee term
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2.4

Model Ordder Reduction

The order of thee equations ddescribing th
he motion off the
systeem (eqs. 2.6 and
a 2.7) are rreduced by th
he use of the state
variaables
,
,
and
, such that, the
veloccities are re-w
written as
(9)
(10)
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Thee accelerationns can be caalculated by solving the linear
l
systtem of differential equationns
sin
sin
(11)
cos

Whhich gives thhe following expression for
f the uncouupled
systtem acceleratiions (
a
and
).
sin

sin

3

_

cos
cos

_

cos

_
cos

cos

_

cos

(12)

(13)

MODEL AN
NALOGY

Figu
ure 5. Analogyy by a wheel cclimbing a ram
mp (with resisstive
torqque)
When
W
the motorr is mounted on a flexible base, it is cleaar in
equaation 13 that the
t angular accceleration is also a functioon of
the cart
c motion. Also,
A
the motiion of the carrt is a functioon of
the acceleration
a
annd angular vellocity of the motor.
m
Th
he system shoown in figure 6 represents an analogy when
w
the motor
m
is mounnted on a flexiible base. Sim
milarly to figurres 4
and 5,
5 a wheel muust climb a ram
mp to reach th
he level of ennergy
defin
ned by Ω . Inn this case, thee ramp path is modified byy the
cart resonance frrequency
. The resonan
nce frequenccy is
repreesented by thee valley in the ramp path. The deep andd the
widtth of the valleey in the rampp is related to
o the amplitudde of
the motion
m
of thee cart and in some cases the
t wheel cann get
stuck
k inside the valley
v
in the raamp path. Thee dynamic facctors
contrrolling this behavior aree explored in
i the follow
wing
sectiions of this paaper.

In this section, an analog model is developed
d
to help
undderstand the dynamic
d
behavvior of the syystem describeed by
the equations devveloped in the previous secttion.
Whhen considerinng a motor mounted
m
overr a rigid basee, the
mottor acceleratioon is defined by
b
1

Ω

(14)

t develop a model analoogy for the syystem
Itt is possible to
desccribed in equaation 14 usingg the system shown in figuure 4.
In this
t
figure, a wheel must climb
c
a ramp to reach a ceertain
leveel of energy defined
d
by Ω . For a motoor with no resistive
torqque (
) the angulaar accelerationn is constantt and
therrefore, the anngular velocitty of the wheeel increases by a
connstant rate. Thhe slope of the
t ramp cann be related to the
mottor inertia deefining the raate which thee angular vellocity
incrreases. The motor
m
torque should be sw
witched off as
a the
desiired angular velocity
v
Ω is achieved.

Fiigure 4. Analoogy by a wheeel climbing a ramp
r
(no resisstive
torrque)
W
When
considdering a mottor with resiistive torque, the
anggular accelerattion is no longger constant annd decreases as
a the
anggular velocity increases. Thhe system shoown in figuree 5 is
usedd to representt the motor with
w resistive torque, wheree it is
morre difficult too reach the ennergy level Ω and the raate of
channging the veloocity is no lonnger linear.

Figure 6. Analoogy of the resoonance frequen
ncy in the ram
mp
paath
4

NUMERICA
AL SIMULAT
TIONS

In th
his section nuumerical simuulations are peerformed withh the
systeem defined by the first order diffeerential equattions
deveeloped in the previous
p
sectioons. The param
meters used inn the
simu
ulations are deefined in the ttable 1 which are approxim
mated
valuees of the physsical system diiscussed in thee section 5.
Tablee 1. System Noominal Param
meters.
Parameter
Cart Mass
Unbaalanced Mass
Stifffness
Dam
mping Coefficiient
Shafft Inertia
Unbaalanced radiuss
Moto
or Constant

4.1

Vaalue
0.0644 kg
0.00211 kg
142.27 N/m
N
0.01 Ns/m
1 10 Nm
N 2
0.0033 m
1 10 Nm
N

Model Impplementation

The numerical model
m
was impplemented using GNU Occtave
and C language using
u
the GSL
L (GNU Scieentific Libraryy for
num
merical integrattion). Both GN
NU Octave an
nd GSL are frreely
availlable.
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Two different numerical integration algorithms were used.
The first is the well-known explicit Runge-Kutta method of
order (4,5) used for non-stiff ordinary differential equations.
The second is the 5-th order algorithm for stiff ordinary
differential equations described in reference [8].
The
parameters which are of interest in the simulations are the cart
displacement (or velocity) and the motor angular velocity. The
motor angular position is a parameter that is confined in the
range 0-2π.

4.2

Stationary Conditions

This numerical example considers the case of setting the
motor angular velocity to a fixed value. The motor is
accelerated from rest to a fixed velocity by changing the
parameter Ω The simulations where performed for
frequencies around the cart resonance frequency ( Ω and are
presented in figures 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows that when Ω is slightly bigger than Ω the
angular velocity does not increase.
1.1 the motor does not
For instance, when setting Ω
reach the angular velocity 1.1Ω , instead it will oscillate with
angular velocity Ω . The consequence is that this energy is
transferred to cart displacement amplitude.

It is possible to note in 7 and 8 a region between C and D
with no data points. This region corresponds to a jump
phenomenon described previously by Sommerfeld.

4.3

Non Stationary Conditions

The acceleration profile for the motor operation of coast up
can be obtained by setting the variable Ω time dependent as
follows
Ω

Ω

Ω

(15)

where, Ω is the desired final angular velocity, Ω is the initial
is the amount of time to accelerate from
angular velocity,
Ω to Ω and is the instant time. The torque applied to the
motor is then defined as
1

Ω

(16)

The typical results obtained in these simulations are
illustrated in figures 9 and 10. The vertical axis of figure 9
shows the angular velocity of the motor normalized by the
cart resonance frequency Ω . The two curves in this figure
show two situations when passing through the cart resonance
frequency. The ticker line indicates the case of resonance
capture and the thin line is the case of no resonance capture.
The correspondent cart displacements curves are shown in
figure 10. In the case of resonance capture (Sommerfeld
effect) the cart displacement amplitude increases and the
motor angular velocity varies around the cart resonance
frequency Ω .

Figure 7. Angular Velocity as a function of Ω0
The cart RMS (root mean square) magnitude of the
acceleration was plotted in figure 8 as a function of the
oscillation frequency as the parameter Ω increases.

Figure 9. Angular velocity for the cases with Resonance
Capture and No Resonance Capture

Figure 8. Root Mean Square Acceleration as a function of the
Oscillation Frequency
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gure 12. Root mean square aamplitude of the
t beam tip as
a a
Fig
function of thhe unbalancedd mass rotation frequency.
Figure 10. Displacement
D
a
amplitude
for the cases withh
resonannce capture and no resonancce capture
5

EXPERIME
ENTAL TEST
TS

This section expplains the exxperimental procedure
p
useed to
veriify some off the characcteristics invvestigated byy the
num
merical modeel studied inn this work. The experiiment
connsisted of meaasuring acceleeration in the tip of a cantiilever
beam using an excitation prroduced by an
a unbalancedd DC
mottor positionedd in the free end.
e
Figure 7 shows a pictuure of
the experiment

Fig
gure 13. Root mean square aamplitude of the
t beam tip as
a a
function of the voltagee applied to th
he motor.
6
Figgure 11. Clampped beam andd experimentall apparatus ussed in
the expperiment.
A encoder device
An
d
was built
b
to meaasure the rottating
freqquency of the DC motor. Thhe motor rotatting frequencyy was
obtaained using an
a Arduino Onne microcontrroller. The vooltage
appplied to thee motor was
w
also coontrolled by the
miccrocontroller. To measure the vibrationn an accelerom
meter
withh nominal sennsitivity of 1000 mV/g was used
u
and connnected
to Digital
D
Acquisition System
m. The mass of
o the encoder, the
masss of the acceelerometer andd the armaturre mass of the DC
mottor are represeented by the mass
m
shownn in figure 1.
T
The
experim
mental proccedure conssisted of slow
incrreasing/decreaasing various steps of volttage applied to
t the
DC motor in ordeer to identify the Sommerfeeld effect observed
in the
t numericaal simulationss. The resultss are presenteed in
figuures 12 and 133.

CONCLUSIONS

merical model of a cantilev
ver beam couupled
A simplified num
with an unbalanceed DC motor has been pressented. The model
m
preseents the conndition of rresonance capture knownn as
Som
mmerfeld Effeect. The moddel has been
n validated with
expeeriment tests which
w
show thhe resonance capture
c
effect.
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